Touzet Studio is looking for a contract part-time intern to join our team with excellent physical model design and building skills, along with knowledge in 3D modeling including SketchUp and Revit.

**Project Type**

Varies (Mixed Use Urban Scale and Larger Scale Residential)

**Skills**

- planning how the model will be constructed and ordering materials
- reaching out to laser cutting and printing firms for pricing and collaboration
- creating bases out of wood or chipboard, which may include water, trees, surrounding buildings and topography
- constructing the physical model while keeping in mind the schedule and deadlines decided with the Principles
- models should be constructed with meticulous detail according to the specific project’s form, dimension and scale
- photographing the finished model

If interested, please send your portfolio which should include past physical models built. Please include a cover letter explaining your process and time taken to complete models.

**Forward Information To**

info@touzetstudio.com